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These are one of my favourite posts to write, one where I can give you a little insight into what our plans

are for a room. This time it’s my daughters woodland bedroom for Lily. She is 10 years old and an

identical twin. She has been sharing a room with her sister her whole life, including when she was in my

tummy! Up until about 2 years ago they never cared about being together, they loved it and they never

moaned about it. All of a sudden they started to hate it, argued all the time about things in there and

who was the messiest etc! They needed their own space, and I imagine the older and older they get the

more and more they will want their own space. 

Luckily we’ve recently been able to extend our home and create a 4th bedroom downstairs for my

teenage son to move into. This then left the smaller 3rd bedroom empty and Lily happily wanted to

move into this one! 

Individuality 

When the twins were babies I would always dress them the same, and I just expected them to be very

similar in character and the things they love. This wasn’t good for allowing them to be invidudals, and as

soon as they started to show they were very very different, allowed this 100%. They couldn’t be any

more different, and they both know what they want!! So when it comes to decor they both have very

different ideas for their new rooms. So it’s been lovely for them to have their own space to which they

can now decide how they want this decorated. Something they love and the colours that they want. I did

try and do this with their shared bedroom by giving them a side each of their own colour. 

Why Does Lily Want a Woodland Bedroom?

Lily loves animals and nature, she loves to explore outside with us and �nd out new things about places.

So she wants to bring that inside her home and into her bedroom with a Woodland Bedroom in natural

colours, with oranges, greens and deep reds. 

Woodland Bedroom Theme 
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* Rattan Light * IKEA BED * Rabbit * Hanging Plant * Sun Burst Clock * Fox Art Work * Ladder Bookcase

* Fox Wallpaper * *Orange Clock * Rattan Basket * Wall Hanging * Wooden Desk * Fox Light * Hanging
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